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X-ray reflectivity reveals ionic structure at liquid crystal - aqueous interfaces†

James E. Hallett, a,b,c  Dominic Hayward, a,b,c  Thomas Arnold, d Paul Bartlett b and Robert M. Richardson a

Here X-ray reflectivity has been used to determine the structure of liquid crystal monolayers for different cyanobiphenyl homologues supported on aqueous solutions of two different salt species. Sodium iodide induces homeotropic ordering for all of the monolayer forming liquid crystal homologues studied here, and forms a Stern layer of iodide ions at the liquid crystal cyano headgroup, similar to the case of lipids or surfactants supported on electrolyte solutions. The liquid crystal headgroups were also found to penetrate into the water surface when binding with iodide ions. Sodium bromide, however, does not form the same localisation of ions close to a liquid crystal monolayer, and instead appears to produce no noticeable change in the scattering length density of the liquid crystal monolayer compared to pure water. However, on further compression the X-ray reflectivity dramatically changes, revealing the emergence of the so-called “trilayer” structure for 5CB and 8CB. This transition occurs at a lower areal density for sodium bromide than for pure water, and unlike for the uncompressed film, a layer of bromide ions was found at the trilayer-water interface.

1 Introduction

The local director (preferred molecular orientation) of a nematic liquid crystal phase can be controlled via external fields (e.g. magnetic or electric) or via surface structuring (e.g. steric brush layer, rubbed polymer layer). While external fields act on the nematic bulk, surface structuring reorients the first few layers of liquid crystal at a surface - but such is the strong elastic interaction of the nematic director, this preferential orientation can persist through the whole liquid crystal sample 1. One of the most widely studied families of thermotropic liquid crystal are the n-cyanobiphenyls (nCB). The structures of some cyanobiphenyl homologues are shown in figure 1. Although not necessarily an intended consequence of their design, the nCB family are amphiphilic: the combination of a polar cyano headgroup and a hydrophobic alkyl tail of various lengths imparts this property. In mixtures of liquid crystal and water they form emulsions, or can form a monolayer when spread on water 2. One use of these properties is that, as amphiphiles, their interfacial behaviour can be tuned by solutes in the aqueous phase. As liquid crystals, changes in the surface anchoring can result in reorientations that persist through the nematic bulk, producing an optical signal when viewed through crossed polarisers. These coupled mechanisms result in a unique system for the detection or measurement of chemicals in solution. Several recent papers have already demonstrated the high sensitivity of liquid crystal-water interfaces in either planar or droplet geometries 3, for the detection of agents such as bacterial endotoxin 4–5, electrolytes 6, cholesterol 7,8, and for label-free monitoring of biomolecular interactions 9.

Recent measurements of liquid crystal monolayers on aqueous electrolyte have revealed that certain electrolytes shift the surface pressure-area isotherm such that the surface pressure increases either more rapidly or more slowly than for a pure water subphase during compression. Carlton et al. 10 showed that the orientation of 5CB liquid crystal in a monolayer can be modified in different electrolytes. It is useful to divide ions into chaotropic, which are typically large and weakly hydrated, and kosmotropic, which are typically smaller and more strongly hydrated, following the Hofmeister series 11. Chaotropic ions such as iodide, perchlorate, and thiocyanate induce continuous orientation transitions from planar to homeotropic of the 5CB director. Kosmotropic ions, such as chloride and bromide, do not perturb the orientation of the 5CB away from planar when compared to a monolayer on pure water. Surface pressure-area isotherms also showed that
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chaotrophic ions stabilise monolayers to higher areal densities and pressures than those for pure water or for kosmotropic ions. The increasing tendency of ions further along the Hofmeister series to disrupt ordering at amphiphile-aqueous interfaces is well-known from measurement of surface pressure-area isotherms\textsuperscript{12,13}, but the birefringent nature of liquid crystals also produces an optical indication of this interaction.

The structure of cyanobiphenyl liquid crystal monolayers has previously been studied via measurement of the surface pressure-area isotherms\textsuperscript{2}, optical second-harmonic generation\textsuperscript{14} and Brewster Angle microscopy\textsuperscript{15}. These measurements reveal that on pure water, nCBs form well-ordered thin films. In general, increasing the surface pressure causes the areal density to increase. However, when compressed beyond a certain point, the areal density can only increase further by reducing the number of molecules in the monolayer. It has been proposed that these molecules assemble into circular bilayer domains supported by the original monolayer, forming a “trilayer” structure. Support for this structure includes a constant surface pressure on compression beyond surface areas too small to accommodate all of the (insoluble) molecules at the water interface, a shift in the optical second-harmonic generation signal\textsuperscript{14}, and bright coalescing circular regions detected via Brewster angle microscopy at these areal densities\textsuperscript{2}.

Liquid crystal monolayers on pure water have also been studied using neutron reflectivity. Dent et al.\textsuperscript{16} studied the cyanoterphenyl liquid crystal T15 and measured a surface pressure-area isotherm qualitatively similar to those reported for cyanobiphenyls\textsuperscript{2,10,14}. However, they attributed the phase transitions in the isotherm slightly differently — due to the stronger tendency for cyanoterphenyl liquid crystals to form dimers — describing a monolayer - dimer monolayer - dimer bilayer - multilayer series on compression, supported by their neutron reflectivity data.

X-ray and Neutron reflectivity measurements have been widely performed on other monolayer forming systems on aqueous electrolyte subphases. The effective scattering length density of different components can be varied with both techniques, allowing for greater structural discrimination. Neutron reflectivity contrast can be modified for the aqueous subphase\textsuperscript{17} by changing the ratio of hydrogenated and deuterated water, while the amphiphile contrast can also be varied through deuteration. X-ray reflectivity (XRR) is sensitive to effective electron density, so amphiphiles can be labelled with heavy atoms to increase contrast\textsuperscript{18}. More generally X-ray reflectivity can also be used to detect ion localisation at interfaces\textsuperscript{19–22}. The sensitivity to electron density for X-rays also means that contrast can also be modified by changing the X-ray energy. Vaknin et al.\textsuperscript{23} used anomalous X-ray scattering to study the interaction between barium ions and biomimetic lipid membranes. The effective electron density of barium significantly varies at and away from the Ba $L_{III}$ absorption edge ($E = 5.247$ keV) with a corresponding change to the reflectivity data. This approach confirmed the localisation of barium ions in a Stern layer, in addition to a diffuse component corresponding to the Debye-Hückel layer in solution. Further measurements have been used to study the interaction between bromide and monolayers of fatty acid\textsuperscript{24} and caesium ions with lipid phosphate\textsuperscript{25,26}. Another method to study the localisation of ions at charged Langmuir monolayers is X-ray fluorescence spectroscopy\textsuperscript{27,28}. This can be used to identify localised enhancement of ions of a particular species, yielding information on their local environment\textsuperscript{29}.

In this exploratory work the monolayer structure of a series of cyanobiphenyl homologues supported on aqueous electrolyte subphases was studied using X-ray reflectivity. XRR represents an ideal tool to determine the presence of ions in a liquid crystal monolayer because the structure of the monolayer is revealed in addition to the ion distribution at the interface. Sodium bromide and sodium iodide were chosen as example kosmotropic and chaotropic ion systems respectively, due to their relatively large electron density over other salts in the Hofmeister series, giving them good X-ray contrast. The liquid crystals 5CB (figure 1a) and 8CB (figure 1b), widely used in the study of liquid crystal-aqueous interfaces\textsuperscript{2,6,10,14,15}, were also studied here. The behaviour of 10CB (figure 1c) and 12CB (figure 1d) was also investigated to determine the effect of increasing alkyl tail length on monolayer structure.

**2 Methods**

Liquid crystal nCB homologues were purchased from Sigma Aldrich (8CB), Kingston Chemicals (5CB) and Synthon (10CB, 12CB). Monolayers were spread from nCB solutions in chloroform on water, 250 mM sodium bromide (Sigma, NaBr) and 250 mM sodium iodide (Sigma, NaI) aqueous salt solutions. Surface pressure-area isotherms and X-ray reflectivity were both measured on the monolayer systems in an enclosed teflon Langmuir trough (KSV Nima) kept under helium-rich atmosphere. XRR measurements were performed at the I07 beamline at the Diamond Light Source (Didcot, Oxfordshire) using the “Double Crystal Deflector” (DCD)\textsuperscript{30,31} for reflectivity at liquid interfaces with X-ray energy 12.5 keV. Data was collected using a a Pilatus 100K detector. Specular reflection was integrated within a region of interest and a background region of the same size was subtracted. Data was collected over five attenuation regimes and normalized to the critical edge. To minimize beam damage the trough was translated between each run. Normalized XRR curves were fitted using the Motofit package\textsuperscript{32} using a slab model. Each layer was

![Molecular structure of cyanobiphenyl homologues used in this study: a) 5CB, b) 8CB, c) 10CB and d) 12CB.](image-url)
defined by its scattering length density (which is directly proportional to electron density), its thickness and its roughness in order to specify the overall profile of the model. Typically the surface was well described by a two layer model — one predominately cyanobiphenyl and one ion rich. Additional layers were inserted until no improvement on fit refinement was obtained. Liquid crys-
tonal molecule lengths were determined using the software package Avogadro33.

3 Results

3.1 Surface pressure-area isotherms

Isotherms for 5CB and 8CB were found to be in good agreement with previous measurements (Figure 2)10. At low areal densities, the surface pressure was zero, commonly interpreted as the nCB molecules forming isolated domains14. At approximately 45 Å² per molecule for the water subphase, these liquid domains coalesced into a continuous monolayer. Compressing further forced the molecules to adopt a more vertical orientation until the sur-
face pressure reached a plateau at ~5 mN/m. This plateau region has been attributed to the formation of a supported bilayer, or tri-
layer structure, as further compression acts to squeeze molecules out of the monolayer2,14. Similar behaviour was observed for the sodium bromide subphase, although the phase transitions were shifted to lower areal densities. For sodium iodide there was no plateau region and the monolayer was very stable with respect to compression, reaching surface pressures in excess of 25 mN/m.

X-ray reflectivity data was generally measured at three points on each isotherm: where the pressure first increased from zero (point 1), at the beginning of the first plateau region (i.e. for a compressed monolayer) (point 2) and at maximum compression (or the point at which the plateau region began to further in-
crease) (point 3). These points are labelled in figure 2 according to their subphases (e.g. point 1 for sodium bromide is labelled Br₁).

3.2 X-ray reflectivity from monolayers on a water subphase

X-ray reflectivity measurements of 5CB, 8CB, 10CB and 12CB liq-
uid crystal on pure water were measured. The roughness of a pure water interface was measured to be 3.0 ± 0.3 Å, close to values reported previously34.

Unlike the equivalent measurements with neutron reflectivity, where deuteration could be used to enhance contrast of the monolayer16, spreading the liquid crystal on pure water produced little discernible change in the X-ray reflectivity (figure 3) at points W1 and W2 (figure 2) because the effective scattering length densities of nCBs (~9.3 × 10⁻⁶ Å⁻²) at 12.5 keV (calcu-
lated35 from literature density values36–39) are very similar to that of water (9.47 × 10⁻⁶ Å⁻²). A fit to the data for 8CB corresponded to a rough interface with a small increase in rough-
ness beyond the water background at the interface, but with little change with increasing pressure. For both W1 and W2 (where the pressure initially increased from 0 mN/m and the beginning of the plateau region) the fitted surface roughness was 3.5 ± 0.4 Å.

The change in roughness between the monolayer and pure wa-
ter system can be attributed to two possible sources. The rough-
ness could be related to the reflectivity contribution of the liquid crystal monolayer, acting to smear out the interface slightly. Al-
ternatively the change in roughness could be due to the change in surface tension of the water surface induced by the liquid crystal monolayer40. However, given that the increase in surface rough-
ness was still detected for the monolayer with a surface pressure of 0 mN/m, the origin of the apparent increase in surface rough-
ness can be attributed to the reflectivity contribution from the nCB molecules.

3.3 X-ray reflectivity from monolayers on a sodium iodide subphase

By changing the subphase to a 250 mN NaI solution, the X-ray re-
reflectivity and surface pressure-area isotherm (figure 2) were dra-
matically altered from the case of pure water for all nCBs. For 8CB at low surface pressure, the reflectivity data could be fitted with a broad peak in scattering length density above the level of the water subphase close to a rough interface (figure 4). This peak could be attributed to iodide ions forming a closely bound Stern layer and either a more diffuse Debye layer, or broadening due to variation in the monolayer thickness. At higher areal densities the distribution of the iodide peak narrowed, which indicates that the 8CB molecules are being compressed into a more densely packed, highly ordered homeotropic layer and the localisation of the iodide ions is increasing at the interface (illustrated in figure 8a). These results are consistent with the optical tilt angle measurements reported previously at a bulk liquid crystal - aqueous interface.

Similar behaviour was found for the full series of liquid crystal homologues, with the iodide peak moving further from the air interface as the layer thickness increased with increasing alkyl chain length. Figure 5 shows the reflectivity and scattering length density distribution for each homologue in the series in a compressed monolayer (i.e., at point I₂ in the isotherm).

Figure 6 shows the fitted layer thickness from the air interface to the iodide peak, and the all-trans molecule length, for increasing alkyl chain length. The thickness of the hydrocarbon layer increases with n, the number of carbons in the alkyl tail in nCB. This increase in layer thickness between each nCB scales linearly with the alkyl tail length, consistent with a common orientation for all the liquid crystal species supported on sodium iodide. The gradient indicates that the layer thickness increased by 1.21 ± 0.05 Å per carbon atom in the alkyl chain. By modelling the cyanobiphenyl homologues and obtaining their dimensions, the increase in molecule length per carbon atom in the alkyl tail can also be determined. This gives a value of 1.255 ± 0.011 Å per carbon atom for the all-trans length of the molecules, only slightly larger than the experimental value determined from fitting the X-ray reflectivity. This indicates that that the molecules in the monolayer have a tilt of approximately 16° from vertical at the interface, consistent with the tilt expected from surface-area arguments for a compressed film. However, the intercept of 6.37 ± 0.46 Å determined for the fitted layer thicknesses is rather less than the 9.40 Å expected for the cyanobiphenyl group (or equivalently, a 0CB molecule) at the same orientation. This indicates that, although the cyanobiphenyl remains roughly perpendicular to the surface at this part of the isotherm, the cyano group and part of the first phenyl ring are embedded in the aqueous phase alongside the iodide ions. This is consistent with the observations of Zhang et al., who, using sum frequency generation vibrational spectroscopy, detected penetration of water molecules between the cyano groups of 5CB and 8CB monolayers, but not for 5CT (terphenyl). They attributed this to the greater attraction between terphenyl groups than biphenyl groups preventing water penetration. Recent simulation work also showed that the free energy is minimised for 5CB at the water-liquid crystal interface when the cyano group and part of the first phenyl ring are hydrated.

By integrating the iodide peak in the scattering length density profile for each nCB monolayer (above the water subphase scattering length density), the areal density of iodide ions can be determined (see appendix A). For the nCB homologous series the area per iodide ion was determined to be ≈ 34 ± 7 Å², close to the ~ 30 Å² per nCB molecule in the monolayers. This strongly suggests that an iodide ion tends to localise at the cyano group for each cyanobiphenyl molecule in the compressed monolayer, indicating that the formation of a Stern layer stabilises the film to higher areal densities than for monolayers on pure water.

3.4 X-ray reflectivity from monolayers on a sodium bromide subphase

In this section, the phase behaviour and structure of nCB liquid crystal monolayers supported by sodium bromide solutions are considered. Unlike for NaI, at low nCB areal density, there was little enhancement of the XRR (and so, the scattering length density) beyond that of the liquid crystal on pure water. This suggests...
that no tightly bound Stern layer of bromide ions was formed close to the liquid crystal cyano headgroup (figure 7) for all nCB species. At these low surface pressures (points Br₁ and Br₂), there were no features in the reflectivity data and no discernible peak in the scattering length density. At these pressures it is therefore not possible to estimate the layer thickness. However, it should be noted that bromide localisation would not be clearly detected if the layers of liquid crystal and ions were thin enough such that any features in the reflectivity data were beyond $Q_{\text{max}} = 0.8 \text{ Å}^{-1}$.

For 5CB and 8CB, some features emerged in the X-ray reflectivity data with increasing areal density, specifically on the trilayer region of the surface pressure-area isotherm (i.e. between points Br₂ and Br₃ - see figure 2). However, no change in the reflectivity data was detected for 10CB and 12CB with increasing areal density, and the surface pressure was observed to rapidly collapse to 0 mN/m, indicating that their monolayers were unstable on sodium bromide, tending to form multilayers spontaneously at low compression. Fits to the reflectivity data for 8CB indicated the presence of a peak in scattering length density 40 Å from the air interface at a surface pressure of 7 mN/m (point Br₃). At point Br₁ this peak became quite significant, reaching a maximum value $0.50 \times 10^{-6} \text{ Å}^{-2}$ above the water background. This spacing of 40 Å is sufficient to account for the thickness of the 8CB bilayer (measured to be 31.6 Å in bulk 8CB\textsuperscript{43,44}) with the remaining $\sim 8.4 \text{ Å}$ accounting for the planar oriented (partially solvated) 8CB molecule at the aqueous interface. Xue \textit{et al.}\textsuperscript{14} reported that the 8CB in contact with water has a tilt angle of 68.5°. Taking the 8CB molecule length to be 20.8 Å, this gives a layer thickness of 7.6 Å. Although this is slightly lower than the $\sim 8.4 \text{ Å}$ reported here, it is also possible that in the trilayer the interfacial 8CB molecules are less tilted than in the monolayer. Closer to the air interface the fitted scattering length density was lower than that for pure water, which is also consistent with liquid crystal trilayer domain formation rather than a continuous layer, which would have a scattering length density close to that of water. The ratio of SLD between this region and bulk nCB suggests coverage of approximately 90%, consistent with the amount observed using Brewster-Angle microscopy\textsuperscript{2} at the equivalent state point on water. Therefore the trilayer structure, previously interpreted from surface pressure-area isotherms and Brewster-Angle microscopy\textsuperscript{15}, has been measured directly here.

As for the sodium iodide system, by integrating the scattering length density of the peak above the water background, the areal density of bromide ions was determined from the 7 mN/m data, giving a value of 114 Å\textsuperscript{2} per bromide ion, significantly greater than the $\sim 30 \text{ Å}^2$ per nCB molecule. We interpret this to mean that the nCB molecules in contact with the water are lying flat and supporting a $\sim 31.6 \text{ Å}$ thick bilayer as indicated in the SLD distribution resulting from the fit (figure 7).

It is surprising that the localisation of bromide ions at the nCB interface can only be detected for compressed films. By taking the layer thickness of the nCB monolayer to be 8 - 12 Å (from surface area arguments and assuming some hydration of the cyano group, as in the iodide case), and similar bromide density as for the trilayer case, some deviations should still be detected at high $Q$ if the bromide ions are indeed localising at the interface. The effect of bromide on the behaviour of the film can be rationalised as follows. The bromide ions increase the area occupied by each molecule which lie flat in the “rafts” at high mean area per molecule. No bound layer is detected, which implies that the Br remains in a diffuse layer and the increase in molecular area must be an ionic atmosphere effect (figure 8b). This increased area occupied by each molecule results in the rafts fusing at a higher mean area per molecule and so the surface pressure increases from zero at a higher mean area per molecule compared to the pure water case. As the compression is increased, the molecules begin to tilt and the pressure rises. When the pressure is about 5 mN/m the transition to a trilayer begins. The trilayer structure further stabilises the tilt of the molecules and, with the cyano groups pointing more into the water (increasing the availability of cyano groups to bromide), a Stern layer of bound bromide ions is formed (figure 8c).
4 Conclusions

The structure and phase behaviour of cyanobiphenyl liquid crystal monolayers supported on aqueous electrolyte subphases was studied. Measurements to date on this family of systems principally rely on the change in polarising microscopy signal generated by the reorientation of birefringent liquid crystal, or from changes in the surface pressure-area isotherm, to infer structural changes in the liquid crystal layer. Here, for the first time, X-ray reflectivity was applied to liquid crystal-aqueous electrolyte interfaces to study both the liquid crystal monolayer structure, and the complimentary structure of the ionic species in the aqueous phase.

For a liquid crystal monolayer, rather than a nematic bulk, weakly hydrated, chaotropie ions such as sodium iodide stabilise the monolayer to higher areal densities, i.e. they promote alignment more perpendicular to the aqueous surface than for pure water. X-ray reflectivity shows that the cyanobiphenyl molecules become vertically oriented and a Stern layer of bound ions forms with the cyano group, similar to the case of lipids and surfactants on electrolyte solutions.23,45,46 The increase of the layer thickness with alkyl chain length indicates that these molecules are nearly vertically oriented, and that the cyano headgroup penetrates into the aqueous phase where it binds with the iodide ions. The areal density of the iodide ions, determined from the peak in the scattering length density from fitting the X-ray reflectivity, is close to that of the liquid crystal areal density, implying a one-to-one binding of ion to headgroup. This binding could occur through a dipole - induced dipole interaction between each liquid crystal cyano group, which possesses a large dipole moment, and an iodide ion, which is relatively large and polarisable.10. It was observed that this cyano-iodide interaction is sufficient to stabilise all of the nCB monolayers studied here (5CB-12CB), including those which are otherwise unstable to monolayer compression on pure water (10CB and 12CB).

Unlike sodium iodide, sodium bromide does not stabilise liquid crystal monolayers to higher areal densities than pure water. Instead, the surface pressure increases more rapidly than even for pure water before reaching a plateau in surface pressure, previously attributed to the formation of a trilayer structure, where bilayer domains are supported on the monolayer. X-ray reflectivity measurements reveal that at low areal density, there is no localisation of ions at the water interface. However, for higher areal densities a Stern layer of bromide ions emerges ~ 40 Å from the air interface, and the scattering length density of this region is markedly lower than that of water. This observation is consistent with the formation of trilayer domains, and provides a direct measurement of the thickness of these regions. This behaviour was observed for 5CB and 8CB, but not 10CB and 12CB, which were unstable to compression on sodium bromide.

Liquid crystal - aqueous interfaces are cited as an ideal candidate for low cost, high sensitivity chemical sensors. Recent measurements have shown that specific ion-induced surface reorientations can propagate and align a bulk nematic phase, creating an optical signal in the presence of specific chemicals. The interaction between ions, liquid crystal and other dopants has been proposed as a detection vector for systems as diverse as ion-DNA complex assays.97, and mercury ion detection in drinking water.48. This study highlights some of the features of these interactions, which could help guide the design of liquid crystal interface-based lab-on-a-chip devices. Future work will extend this study to neutron reflectivity, where contrast can be improved between nCB and water through deuteration. This will improve structural discrimination for the monolayer systems which had little X-ray contrast here.
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6 Appendix A: Calculation of adsorbed layer density

The amount of halide ions adsorbed at the interface between the solution and the cyanobiphenyl film can be estimated as follows:19: The scattering length density profile $\rho(z)$ determined by the number of electrons in each species ($n_i$ where $i = H_2O, Ha$ or CB for water molecules, halide ions or cyanobiphenyl molecules) and the number density ($n_i$) of each species:

$$\rho(z) = r_e [n_{CB}(z) a_{CB} + n_{Ha}(z) a_{Ha} + n_{H_2O}(z) a_{H_2O}]$$

where $z$ is the distance perpendicular to the air interface and $r_e$ is the Thompson scattering lengths of one electron. In the halide-rich region, the number density of water molecules is less than that of pure water because of the volume occupied by the halide ions:

$$\rho(z) = r_e \left[ n_{CB}(z) a_{CB} + n_{Ha}(z) (a_{Ha} - \frac{\eta_{H_2O}}{\eta_{H_2O}} a_{H_2O}) + n_{H_2O}(z) a_{H_2O} \right]$$

where $n_i$ is the partial molar volume of species $i$ in dilute aqueous solution. $n_i^0(z)$ is used to indicate the constant number density of the species in the pure bulk media, falling rapidly to zero at the aqueous - cyanobiphenyl interface.

In this system, the scattering length densities the cyanobiphenyl and the aqueous phases are very close (see table 1). Thus there is a peak in the scattering length density profile due to the halide rich layer, which has a higher SLD than both pure cyanobiphenyl and pure water. Its area $A$ may be calculated by subtracting the SLD profile of the pure water and
cyanobiphenyl $\rho^0$ meeting at the interface, and integrating over $z$ to get the number halide of ions per unit area $\Gamma_{Ha}$.

$$\rho^0(z) = r_e \left[ n_{CB}^0(z) a_{CB} + n_{H,O}^0(z) a_{H,O} \right]$$  \hspace{1cm} (3)

$$A = \int \left( \rho(z) - \rho^0(z) \right) dz = r_e \left[ \Gamma_{Ha} \left( a_{Ha} - \frac{\rho_{Ha}}{\rho_{H,O}} a_{H,O} \right) \right]$$  \hspace{1cm} (4)

Therefore the area per halide ion is simply the inverse $\Gamma_{Ha}^{-1}$:

$$\Gamma_{Ha}^{-1} = \frac{r_e \left( a_{Ha} - \frac{\rho_{Ha}}{\rho_{H,O}} a_{H,O} \right)}{A}$$  \hspace{1cm} (5)

The main error in this approach is the accuracy of extrapolating and subtracting the SLD of the aqueous phase and the cyanobiphenyl. Table 1 shows an example of this calculation for iodide and bromide ions.
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Table 1 Table of example values used to determine ion layer densities in liquid crystal monolayers.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Species</th>
<th>$\sigma$</th>
<th>$\nu$/cm$^3$</th>
<th>$\rho_1/(10^{-6}\text{ A}^{-2})$</th>
<th>$A_1/(10^{-6}\text{ A}^{-1})$</th>
<th>$\Gamma/(\text{A}^{-2})$</th>
<th>$\Gamma^{-1}/(\text{A}^{-1})$</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>I$^-$</td>
<td>54</td>
<td>41.6</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>35</td>
<td>0.0390</td>
<td>25</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Br$^-$</td>
<td>36</td>
<td>30.1</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>4.8</td>
<td>0.0087</td>
<td>114</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>H$_2$O</td>
<td>10</td>
<td>18</td>
<td>9.53</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>-</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>8CB</td>
<td>158</td>
<td>294</td>
<td>9.22</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>-</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>


